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About the hosting
organization
As a Polish independent non-governmental organization, Euromed
EVE Polska actively supports the involvement of young people from
different social groups in various areas of public life. 
We work with young people facing mental disabilities, youngsters
from rural areas, and families from challenging socioeconomic
backgrounds. 
As our main aims can be stated promotion of personal growth and
democratic citizenship, volunteering, Erasmus+ Youth mobilities,
and carrying out both international and local initiatives.

Since being funded in 2008, the organization has been a part of
more than 100 sending Erasmus+ mobilities. We have had 21
approved projects within the Erasmus+ program.

@euromedevepolska

Join Us! 



Our past training sessions, namely "To gather and
Together" and "The Leader Within," have provided
youth workers with valuable insights into group
dynamics and leadership abilities. As we concluded
these trainings, a crucial question arose: how can
we effectively apply these skills and knowledge in a
facilitator capacity? Through ongoing assessment
of requirements, we recognized additional training
needs. In response, we developed the "Train the
Trainer" Training Course, a comprehensive program
aimed at equipping youth workers with the tools to
become effective trainers themselves.

Project's ummary
Facilitate self-assessment and self-knowledge
among participants, promoting understanding of
strengths and areas for growth.
Enhance comprehension of group dynamics,
enabling effective navigation and contribution
within team settings.
Develop participants' public speaking abilities to
foster confident and persuasive communication.
Familiarize participants with VAKOG (Visual,
Auditory, Kinesthetic, Olfactory, and Gustatory)
learning styles for tailored and inclusive interactions.
Emphasize co-creating meaningful interactions,
cultivating a collaborative and impactful exchange
environment.
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Dom Wczasowy "U Wójciaka" is a family owned facility
located near the trails of the Tatra National Park.
Murzasichle is a quiet and peaceful area in the close
vicinity of Zakopane, only 6 km from Krupówki. The venue
offers rooms for 2, 3 and 4 persons with bathrooms and
TV, and a kitchen for guests. 

HTTPS://UWOJCIAKA.PL/GALERIA

Murzasichle Budzów Wierch II is the closest bus stop to
the venue if you go by bus local bus (line nr. 7) from
Zakopane Dworzec Autobusowy

Holiday House "U Wójciaka"

Please keep in mind that it is strictly forbidden
 to use alcohol in the venue and It's surrounding
property!

The Venue

https://uwojciaka.pl/wojciak/onas


Computer
Please bring one computer per national
team in order to ensure that each team
has access to the necessary tools and
resources for the project.

Documents
Signed learning agreement, travel
insurance, PRINTED travel documents,
EHIC card

Presentation of your NGO
As this mobility provides a great
opportunity to exchange contacts, please
bring materials that showcase your NGO.

Before the project After the project
Each national team is required to deliver a
presentation about the experience to their
colleagues

One local initiative must be carried out after
the Training Course. It can be a workshop or
online campaign.

Participants must write an article in their
native language about the Training Course
and publish it on the page of their sending
organization. 



Contact
Details Wieslaw lipski Delia Rosca

Logistics &
reimbursement
wie.lipski@gmail.com

Trainer of the project

https://www.linkedin.com/in/delia-
cristina-rosca-13048a6a/

Marija Groza
Coordination and 
dissemination
marija.groza@gmail.com

Teodora Paucean
Trainer of the project
teodoraiulia.paucean@gmail.com

delia.cristina.rosca@gmail.com

http://www.linkedin.com/in/teodor
a-paucean-coachtrainer/


